
Recording Studio Services
Your talent. Our Skills. Epic Results.

Basic Soundtracks: Cover Songs   - $

Voice Overs/Podcasting/Creative Content Services - $$

Custom Soundtracks: Original Compositions, Mobile Recording - $$$

Custom Soundtracks: Creative draft instrumentation and recording of a
custom song. The song will be engineered and fixed to your liking.
Exclusive rights to distribution is included in this package. Studio

Production & Lyrics Credit is required for distribution. Background vocals
are not included in this package. Mix and Master are not included. 

Exclusive Access to Ethos Sound Equipment & Facility: 1 Professionally
soundproofed studio room; KRK Rokits Studio Monitors, Focusrite Clarett

8pre with Thunderbolt adapters, Studio Condenser Microphones, TV
Monitor, Sanitation Station



Pay by the hour Studio Recording Rate:

Option A - Producer Assistance & Creative Guidance Included:

$59.95 (Per Person)/Hour

● You can expect a professional Sound Engineer present for recording
and creative consulting purposes.

● The sound engineer will guide you through the creative process of
making a song.

● Pre production planning, arranging parts, instrumentation, vocals and
lyrics.

● Guidance with copyright registration, and help with submitting a
product for mastering and duplication.

● Mixing and Mastering is offered as a separate service. Please See
below.
● 1 Professionally soundproofed studio room; KRK Rokits Studio
Monitors, Focusrite Clarett 8pre with Thunderbolt adapters, Studio

Condenser Microphones, TV Monitor, Sanitation Station.
● Producer/Audio Engineer provides laptop, software, and plugins.

Option B - Producer Assistance & Creative Guidance is not included:

 $34.95 (Per Person)/Hour

● You can expect to record at your own pace using your own laptop,
software and plugins in a professionally soundproofed environment.
● 1 Professionally soundproofed studio room; KRK Rokits Studio
Monitors, Focusrite Clarett 8pre with Thunderbolt adapters, Studio

Condenser Microphones, TV Monitor, Sanitation Station.



Mixing & Master:

Send in a song you made and leave it up to an Ethos Sound Audio
Engineer us to professionally mix and master your song to make it

distribution ready. 

What you can Expect: 

1. Mix: Gain staging, statics mix, verify the phase in the instrument and
fixed, vocal tuning, parallel compression ( when is needed) EQ, each
track and compress ( if needed)  group tracks, control dynamics of
the group eq Group, control the space, reverb, delay, control
dynamics Compression limiter etc.

2. Master: Tube compression in the master bus limiter, multi-band,
compression stereo image and competitive loudness without
distortion

Prices include mixing a session from a live recording or a project recorded
by a studio.

Better the core production, better the mix and master, if the production level
is A+, you receive A+, If the production level has issues, sometimes you

will get As but not always.

Flat Rate Offer: $119.99/song + $10 Revisions

Price may vary from professional to professional. This promotion is offered
by the studio and not independently. 



Custom Guitar, Keyboard, Violin, or Drums Track:

Prices include a custom made track created by the variety of sounds in a
keyboard, sound module, or virtual instrument software. Great for podcast

chimes or theme songs.

Exclusive Rights to a track for your needs. You can expect to have
ownership of a custom made track for the cinematography purposes.

Custom Background Singer Track:

Powerful and soft vocals for any song

Custom vocal track made in house to your specification.

Perfect for a song, podcast or youtube channel

We will deliver a custom made vocal track to your needs

Prices include professional background vocals to deliver your song with
emotion and passion.

Voice Over

Professional American male/female voice over of 250 words 

Any script up to 250 words (add words as needed)

Video Sync

Separate files

Proofreading



Choice of file format

7 Day delivery (maximum script length of 500 words)

Commercial Rights or Broadcast Buy Out must be added if necessary for
your project.

Musicians/Full Band:

A contracted local band will help you write the song or album you are
looking to make.

Prices include a group of professional musicians to deliver your song with
the energy of a live performance that can’t be created by a keyboard track.

Price may vary from professional to professional. Our promotion is offered
by the studio and not independently. 

Mobile Recording:

Rental and setup of all equipment needed to capture quality HD multitrack
audio of a performance or event. Additional post-recording production

preparation including editing and overdubs may be purchased at a rate of
$40 per hour. Mixing Services Included.


